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The nottons of recurrence time. range, and the hmit of probabilities P, of return 
to the origin arise in the study of random walks on groups. We examme these 
notions and develop relationships among them in an ergodic theory setting in which 
the usual requirement of independence of the increments of the random walk can be 
relaxed to simply an ergodic requirement. Thus we consider generalized random 
walks or GRWs. The ergodic theory setting IS related to Mackey’s virtual group 
theory in that the GRW determines a virtual group homomorphism (or cocycle). 
We relate the condttion- that the homomorphism is trivial (the cocycle is a 
coboundary) to the Cesiro limit of P,. The basic Ideas of virtual group theory were 
established by Mackey and further developed by Ramsay. Our virtual group 
homomorphism result does not require famiharity with the technicalities of virtual 
group theory. 
2. 
In terms of ergodic theory, we have an invertible ergodic measure 
preserving Bore1 transformation @ of an analytic probability space X, 8, P 
(or dx) and a Bore1 function s: X + A, where A is a locally compact second 
countable group. We use additive notation for A, although A is not 
necessarily abelian. For convenience we write G”(x) = k +x. The 
generalized random walk S: XX Z -+ A (where Z = the integers) at step 
k > 0 is given by S(x,k)=s(x)+s(-1 +x)+...+s(-k+ 1 +x), 
S(x,O)=O, and S(x, -k)= -S(k+x, k). We can regard XX Z as an 
ergodic groupoid, as in Mackey’s virtual group theory, with composition 
(x, n) + (x’, k) = (x, n + k) if and only if -n + x =x’, inverse -(x, n) = 
(-n + x, -n), and with the measure class of P x (counting measure). The 
map sending x into (x, 0) identifies X with the units of the groupoid X x Z. 
Then S is the virtual group homomorphism of X x Z into A generated by s. 
The usual random walk case is expressed in this setting in [ 11 and also in 
171. 
We specify a Bore1 subset E of A with finite positive Haar measure and 
will be interested in the event a + S(x, k) E E. The key to many of our 
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results is to interpret this event in terms of the skew product action of the 
integers Z on XX A, defined by -k + (x, a) = (-k + x, a + S(x, k)), as in 
[7]. Then a + S(x, k) E E if and only if -k + (x, a) E X X E. In Mackey’s 
virtual group theory the homomorphism S is said to have dense range if the 
skew product action of Z on XX A is ergodic. 
The m-recurrence time t: X x E X Zf -+ Z U (03 }, for a GRW S is given 
by 
1.0. DEFINITION. For m > 0, t(x, a, m) = the mth integer k > 0 such that 
a + S(x, k) E E, with the stipulation that r(x, a, m) = co if a + S(x, k) E E 
for at most m - 1 integers k > 0. We set t(x, a, 0) = 0 and for convenience 
we set t(x, a) = t(x, a, 1). 
Along with the recurrence time we are interested in the number of 
occurrences of the event a + S(x, k) E E in certain time intervals. The 
function r: X x A x Z + Z is given by 
1 .l. DEFINITION. For n > 0, r(x, a, n) = the number of integers k such 
that 0 < k < n and a + S(x, k) E E. We set r(x, (I, 0) = 0 and r(x, a, -n) = 
-r(n + (x, a), n). 
Our main theorem below relates the functions I and r for a GRW S. We 
use the notation u A u for the minimum of the real numbers u and u. 
1.2. THEOREM. Ix,, t(x, a, m) A n dx da = I,, A r(x, a, n) A m dx da, for 
m and n > 0, where da = dQ(u)/Q(E), for right Huur measure Q on A. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on m for fixed n. The result is evident 
for m = 0. To go from m - 1 to m we consider h,(x, a) = t(x, a, m) A 
n-f(x,u,m-l)An and g,(x,u)=r(x,u,n)Am-r(x,u,n)A(m-1). 
Then g, is the characteristic function of the set B = {(x, a) E X X A : 
r(x, a, n) > m), so i,,, g,(x, a) dx da = Pr(B), where Pr is the measure 
P x Q/Q(E). c,,, h,(x, a) dx da is just P’(C), where C = ((x, a, k) E 
XxExZ:k is in the interval (t(x,a,m-1), r(x,u,m)] and k,<n}, and 
where P’ is the measure P x Q x (counting measure)/Q(E). The map 
@ : X x E x Z + X x A given by +6(x, a, k) = -k + (x, a) has the following 
properties: 
(a) #(XxEXZ)=Z+(XxE), and if (x,u)&Z+(XXE) then 
r(-k + (x, a), n) = 0 for all integers k and n, 
(b) $ is 1:l on the set D=((x,u,k)EXxEXZ: kE(t(x,u, 
m - 11, r(x, a, m)] 1, 
(c) #(C)=--n + B, which is evident from Lemma 1.3 below, and 
P’(C) = Pr(-n + B) = Pr(B). 
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Accordingly. .),\ b,E h,(s, a) d.x da = _( , . 1 g,(.u. a) ds cia, by which the 
theorem for m is easily established from the theorem for nz - 1. 
1.3. LEMMA. If t(x, u. m - 1 ) = CC and k > II then r(n - k + 
(x, a), n) < m. For Jnite t(x, a. m - 1) we har,e 
(a) ff k E (r(x, a, m - 1). r(x, a, m) 1 arzd k < n then r(n - k + 
(x, a), n) > m. 
(b) If k E (t(x, a. m - I), t(x. a. m)] and k > II then r(n -k + 
(x, a), n) < m. 
Proof The proof is evident from a detailed examination of the definitions 
for t and r. 
Next, we define the range of the GRW S to be the sequence of functions. 
R,: X+ IE, n>O, given by 
1.4. DEFINITION. 
R,(x) = Q ( ‘6’ (E - W. i)))/QW 
i=O 
for n > 0 and R,(x) = 0. 
There are several observations of interest regarding R,. First, it may seem 
more natural to look at R, in terms of left Haar measure-let E’ = -E and 
Q’ be a left Haar measure on A, so that 
R,(x) = Q’ (i]l’ (S(x, i) + E’))/Q’(E’). 
i=O 
We will be interested in the expected value of the range. .)‘Y R,(x) d.y = 
lim ,v+m Ck, R&k + x)/N f or a.e. x E X (by the individual ergodic 
theorem) and 
R,(-k +x) = Q’ (y!: (S(x, k + i) + E’))/Q’(E’). 
i.e., the (left) relative volume spanned by left translates of E’ from the kth 
step to the k + n - lth step. Accordingly, the expected value of R, can be 
determined in the limit from the sequence of values of S(x, k), k > 0. with 
probability 1. 
The range R,(x) is related to the function r of Definition 1.1 by the 
following: 
1.5. THEOREM. R,(x) = .)‘, r(x, a, n) A 1 da. 
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ProoJ T(X, a, n) A 1 = 1 if a + S(x, i) E E for some i E [0, n - I] and 
=0 otherwise. 
The above result suggests a definition for the notion of m-range or range 
with multiplicity m, R:(x), with Ri = R,. which would count repeated 
values of the translates, E - S(x, i), up to m times: 
1.6. DEFINITION. R:(x) = IA r(x, a, n) A m da. 
Theorem 1.2 and Definition 1.6 relate the average m-range and the 
average m-recurrence time i,,, = j”, x E t(x, a. m) dx da, by 
1 R~(x)dx=!~x~r(x,a,n)Amduda=)~ Ff(x,a.m)Andxda, 
‘X Y 
to obtain 
1.7. COROLLARY. J'x R;(x)& /” - t, as n + 0~) (valid also for the case 
i, = co). 
To obtain more detailed information about R,, we define the two 
sequences Y” and Y-“, n > 0, of Bore1 subsets of X x E by 
1.8. DEFINITION. Y” =Xx E and for n > 0 
Y” = ((x, a) E X x E : a + S(x, k) @ E for k = 1. 2 ,.... n } 
and 
Y-” = ((x, a) E Xx E: a + S(x. -k) 65 E for k = 1. 2 ,..., n I. 
Also, we define Y= = n ,“_, Y” and Y-” = 0 I:=, Y-“. 
Note that Y” and Y-” are decreasing sequences of sets, Yh = 
t-‘([k + 1, co]) for k>O and t-‘(co)= Ym = YE in the notation of [7]. In 
[ 71, two important parameters k(S; E) and r(S; E) were introduced for a 
GRW S. From the proof of Theorem 3.7 of [ 71 we see that Pr( YX’) = 
k(S; E)-’ for a GRW S. 
1.9. LEMMA. Pr(Y”) = Pr(Y--“)for n = I,2 ,..., oc). 
Proof: For n > 1, (x, a) E Y”-’ - Y” iff -n + (x. a) E Y-“+I - Y-“, so 
that Y”-’ - Y” = n + (Y-“+I - UP”). Then the result follows by taking 
appropriate unions to establish that Y” and Y-” are Z-equivalent subsets of 
XXA. 
1.10. LEMMA. lx (R,+,(x) -R,(x)) dx = Pr(Y-“). 
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ProoJ R,Jx) Q(E) = Q(U;:d (E - S(x. kj)j. We have u E U;=,; (E ~~~ 
S(X, k)) iff a + S(s, k) E E for some integer k E 10, IZ - I 1 iff (s. a) E 
I.);:: (k + (XX E)). Hence R,(X) Q(E) = Q,(U;‘:i (k + (XX E))), where 
Q,(U) for a Bore1 subset CJ of X x A is defined to be Q(( a E A : (x. a) E U) ). 
Then (R,, ,(x) - R,(X)) Q(E) = Q,(n + Y-“) and the Lemma follows by 
integrating both sides over X. 
1.11. THEOREM. (a) .fx R,(x) dx/n '\ k(S; El -' and (b) .)‘.\ CR,, ,(xj - 
R,(x)) d.u \ k(S; E)-‘. 
Proof: For part (a) we note that (t(x, a) A ~)/II = (t(x, u)/n) A I “\ 0 if 
t(?c, a) < co and =l if t(x, a) = co. Part (b) is evident from Lemmas 1.9 and 
1.10. 
If A is countable and E = (O), then R,(x) is the cardinality of the set 
{S(x, O), S(x, I),..., S(x, n - I)} and accordingly Theorem 1.9 below 
generalizes the result of Kesten, Spitzer and Whitman in [6. p. 35 ] for 
random walks on integer lattices. 
1.12. THEOREM. R,(x)/n -+ k(S; E)-’ for u.e. x E X. 
Prooj We define &(x) = Q-n +,( Ypk). Then from the proof of 
Lemma 1.10 we have (R,+,(x) -R,(x)) Q(E) = Q,(n + Y-“) =f,,,,(x). 
Hence R ,,+,(x) = ‘y=o&j(x)/.Q(E). For fixed X. k, and E > 0, we have for 
sufftciently large n that 
’ Ef- \r”- f,,WQ(E) >A,+ ,(x)l(n + 11, n + 1 ,Fo 
where the left-hand side converges a.e. as n -+ co to E + Pr( Ypk) by the 
individual ergodic theorem. Also we have 
4, ,(x)l(n + 1) 2 &$Q -,+.V")IQW~ I-0 
where the right-hand side converges a.e. to Pr( Y”) = k(S; E) ‘, again by the 
individual ergodic theorem. 
We set P,=P,(E,E)=Pr({(x,a)EXxE: a+S(x,k)EE}) and 
interpret P, as in [7] as the probability that E is sent to E at the kth step. 
From Renewal Theory (as, say, in [2]), for independent random variables 
one would expect Pi ’ + t= I,. In our more general setting P, may not 
converge, but as shown below we do get Cesiro convergence to a limit 
P(E) > I- ‘. 
2.0. THEOREM. xi!, P,(E, E)/n converges to a limit p(E) and 
p(E)-’ <I. 
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Proof We define c,: XX A + [0, I] by c,(x, a) = (the number of 
integers k E [ 1, n] such that a + S(x, k) E E)/n. Then c,(x, a) = 
CL, )LIXXE(-k + (x, a)& where XXXE is the characteristic function of 
Xx E. By the ergodic theorem c,(x, a) converges a.e. on XX A to a limit 
function c: XX A + [0, 11, with c(-k + (x, a)) = C&Y, a) for k E Z and c = 0 
on the complement of Z + (XX E). We note that c = 0 a.e. on XX A iff 
P(E) = J’XXE c(x, a) dPr(x, a) = 0. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem we have that c, = j XXE c,(x, a) dPr(x, a) converges to p(E) and 
c,=+ . k%, j x E Xx x A-k + (x3 a)) dPr(x, a)ln 
= e Pr((k + (X x E)) n (X x E))/n = i, P,(E. E)/n. 
k:l 
Thus P(E) is the Cesiro limit of probabilities or can be regarded as the 
density in Z+ of the integers k such that a + S(x, k) E E. 
If the GRW S is transient, we have from [7] that p(E) = 0 and I= co, so 
that j(E)-’ = I. For the case where S is not transient, let P = the set of all 
(x, a) E X x E such that (k: -k + (x, a) E X x E} is unbounded in both 
directions. From the methods developed in [7] it is evident that yip is conull 
in X X E. We note that the recurrence time r is finite valued on P. The skew 
product action of Z on XX A induces a measure preserving invertible Bore1 
transformation Y on y#, given by Y- ’ (y) = -I( 4’) - y, where y = (x, a). Y 
is ergodic if S has dense range, but in general is not necessarily ergodic. We 
can still form the measure groupoid (yzf x Z)# (with composition (y, n) o 
(Y-“y, k) = (y, n + k)) and the homomorphism T: (r# x Z)“-+ Z generated 
by t, i.e. T( J', k) = t( ~7) + t(!F'y) + ... + t(!Fkf'y), for k > 0. Then for 
n > 0 we have that T(y, n) is the n th integer k > 0 such that -k + y E Y”, 
so that 
Since T(Y, n> > n and Ic~(,,.~) - c,I < 2, we have jyx c,,,3.,,(y) - 
cn( y) dPr( y) + 0. Also, applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to 
(T(Y, 41n>“2 and (Cam,,,,)“’ we obtain i= j,, (T(y, n)/n) dPr(y) > 
Ci,++ G,.&J~ dPr(y))F’ -+ P(E)-‘, so P(E)-’ G i. 
2.1. COROLLARY. If S : X x Z + A is a GR W with dense range then i = 
iW - ’ = Q(A >/Q(E). 
Proof: We apply the individual ergodic theorem to the definition of c, in 
the proof of Theorem 2.0. Then c, + Q(E)/Q(A) a.e. on XX A. From the 
proof of Theorem 2.0 it is evident that T(y, n)/n + i a.e. on y# and 
i = p(E) - ’ = Q(A )/Q(E). 
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2.2. EXAMPLE. Suppose that A is countable. E = (0 1 and f: X- ‘4 is a 
Bore1 function. We define the GRW S: XX Z + .4 by S(.Y. k) = 
f(x) -f(-k + x). Such a homomorphism is a coboundary in the 
cohomology theory for vitual groups and in that context is regarded as 
trivial. However, in the present context such GRWs provide interesting 
examples. 
2.3. THEOREM. For the above example t’e hate 
(a) i= the number ofa E ‘4 such that P(f-‘(a)) > 0 
and 
(b) p(E) = x P(f- ‘(a))’ > 0. 
UEl 
Proof: (a) t(x. 0) = the least k > 0 such that f(x) =f(-k + x). We write 
X=U,,,f-‘(a), so i=.J‘Xt(X,O)d,Y=~:OE?.(‘f~,,(l,f(-~,O)d.~=~ 1 (aEA. 
P(f-‘(a)) > 0), by a theorem of Kac [3]. 
(b) We calculate P, = C,,., P(f-‘(a) n (k +!-‘(a))). so by the 
ergodic theorem we have rFr, P,/n converges to r(,Ed P(f-‘(a))‘. 
We note that with the above coboundary example we can have i= co, but 
that p(0) > 0 in all such cases. Moreover. the condition p(O) > 0 charac- 
terizes the GRWs of Example 2.2 for certain groups, as we see below. 
2.4. THEOREM. I” A is a counfable group Gth no finite subgroups escepr 
(0) and p(0) > 0 then there is a Bore1 function f: X- .4 such that S(.u. k) = 
f(x) - f(-k + x), i.e., S is a coboundary. 
Proof: Consider the map p: X+ W given by p(x) = p&x, 0). where p: 
X x A + W is defined in Section 2 of [ 7 1. If p(O) > 0 we can obtain rt* E W 
and a sequence of Bore1 subsets W,, of W such that c(.u. 0) > p(O)/2 for 
xE pm’(W,,). P(p-‘(W,,)) > 0 and W, ‘lL (u’t. Then for a.e. sE pm ‘(W,,) 
we have by the individual ergodic theorem 
P(P- ‘(W,)) = IiF i ,\‘,mI,,,,(-k +x)/n 
k-l 
> lim qT ,I’ 
.v !,:I 
yb ,“,(-k + (s, O))/n = c(x, 0). 
We write X,. = p-‘(w) and note that P(X,,.) = lim, P(p-‘(W,,)) > p(O)/2. 
Let A,,, = {a E A : a + w = w) (recall that A acts ergodically on W. from 
[7]). We form the induced action groupoid (X,,. x Z)“’ = {(x, n) E X x Z: 
x E X, and -n +x EX,}. Since for x and -n + xE X,< we have 
)I’ = S(x, n) + u’, we can form the restriction of S to S,,,: (X,,. x Z)“‘ + A,> 
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and note that S,. has dense range in A ,,,. We calculate p,,.(O) (the p(0) for S,,.) 
to be 
-v’” 1’ ,im -k--l f x,rro,(-k + (x30)Yn = p(q,p(* ,) 
n c;= I ,l’,,p + *y>ln 
II * 
so A,,. must be finite (by Corollary 2.1) and hence = (0). Now we can define 
f: X+ A byf(x) = S(x, k), where -k + x E X,,.. independent of the choice of 
such k. Then f has the desired property, S(x, k) = f(x) - f(-k + x). 
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